
White and Warren Selects RLM Suite of Solutions to Replace Legacy System 
 
W+W goes live with an end-to-end solution powered by a comprehensive set of easy-to-use, 
integrated tools fully implemented by RLM Apparel Software. 
 
White and Warren, makers of high quality cashmere and luxury knitwear for women, has 
successfully implemented a series of RLM Apparel Software solutions designed to replace their 
legacy ERP system. 
 

Now in their third decade of steady growth, White 
and Warren (W+W) turned to RLM to help accelerate 
efficiencies in core business operations and leverage 
new technologies to streamline their warehousing 
and online order fulfillment. After carefully assessing 
W+W’s needs and challenges, RLM implemented an 
end-to-end solution that delivered a series of 
upgraded benefits powered by a comprehensive set 
of easy-to-use integrated tools.   
 
RLM’s PLM solution now provides the White and 
Warren Development Team with the ability to create 
and generate technical design information within the 
system, which flows from the beginning of the 
process to the end. The RLM vendor portal enables 
them to easily and securely posts their Tech Packs 
online for vendors with access to download.   
 
RLM’s ERP solution also provides White and 
Warren with enterprise-wide visibility into time-
phased availability of orders, production, inventory 
and invoicing.  At the same time, RLM Financials, 
allows White and Warren users to easily post and 

track Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable and business critical Financial Reports.  
 
White and Warren’s San Francisco based warehouse has also implemented RLM WMS 
Express, which enables their staff to scan inbound and outbound goods for greater accuracy, 
automated invoicing, real-time pick ticket status information, and outbound shipping information 
–all within a single solution. 
 
And thanks to RLM Apparel Software’s seamless Omnichannel API integration to Magento. 
White and Warren users are now fully capable of managing a single lens view of both their 
wholesale and online channel inventory and accurately plan and fulfill orders within a single 
system.  
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